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The purpose of this paper is to explore the relationships between point- 
symmetric embeddings of graphs of groups and automorphisms of 
Riemann surfaces, with special attention to Kleinian groups. 
Let G be a finitely generated group; let x1 ,..., x, be a set of generators 
for a presentation P of G, and let X be the graph, or Cayley diagram of P. 
(We represent generators of order 2 by oppositely directed parallel edges.) 
Following Levinson and Rapaport [5], an embedding of X in an orientable 
surface S is called point-symmetric if the cyclic order of the edges of X 
is the same at each vertex. If the order of the edges is the same, up to 
orientation, at each vertex, then the embedding is cahed weakly point- 
symmetric. 
We restrict the embeddings of X to those for which no point of X is an 
accumulation point of vertices of X. 
It is obvious that every graph X for a finitely generated presentation of 
a group G has a point-symmetric embedding in some (orientable) surface. 
The Edmonds embedding technique f2] allows one to construct an embed- 
ding of any graph in some orientable surface with any arbitrarily prescribed 
finite succession of edges about each and every vertex. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be the graph of a presentation of a group G on 
a finite number of generators. Then there is a Riemann surface S for which 
G is a subgroup of the group of conformal automorphisms of S, and X may 
be point-symmetrically embedded in S. 
Proof. We assume n, the rank of G, to be greater than one, otherwise 
the result is trivial. Let F be the free group of rank n, realized as the funda- 
mental group of the sphere with n + 1 punctures T. We assume specifically 
that we have a base point 0 E T, and n simple loops a, ,..., a,, which 
intersect only at 0, and which generate rr,(T, 0). Let N be the kernel of the 
obvious homomorphism from F to G, and let p : S -+ T define a regular 
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covering S of T corresponding to N. We construct the covering so that 
S is a Riemann surface and p is conformal. Then the group of deck trans- 
formations, which is canonically isomorphic to b;lN = 6, is a group of 
conformal automorphisms of S. 
We note also that p-l& u a.. u an> is the graph of a presentation of G 
on these p1 generators, and is point-symmetrically embedded in S due to 
the nature ofp. 
From the above considerations, we have both a ~Qint-symmetric 
embedding of X in a Riemann surface S and a realization of G as a group 
of conformal self-maps of S. In fact, these two always go together. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be point-symmetrically embedded in an orie~tab~e 
topological surface S. Then there is a neighborhood U in S of X arzd a 
nonformal structure on U such that the action of G on X is the restriction qf 
a conformal action of G OIZ U. 
PaooJ It is immediate that, for a point-symmetric embedding of X 
in a surface S, the (free) action of G on X can be extended to be a free 
action on a suflkiently small neighborhood U of X in S. w  X/G is the 
wedge of 12 circles, and so T = U/G is homeomorphic to interior of a 
compact orientable 2-manifold. Hence we may impose a complex structure 
on T> and lifting this complex structure to U gives the desired 
Given an arbitrary group G, the point-symmetric genus gB of G is 
defined to be the minimal genus for which there is a point-sy~~metri~ 
embedding of the graph of some presentation of G in a surface of that 
gems. 
The following theorem is due to Maskit [9]. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a group ofconformai a~to~~or~h~s~as oj”a ~~erna~~ 
surface S of finite genus g. Then there is a closed Riemann surface S, of 
gews g, andan embedding S _C s, so that the action of G on S is the re~tri~t~o~ 
of a eonformal action of G on S. 
Ihe following result is a consequence of the above. 
;rfIBOREM 4. g, = 0 if and only ly G has a ~ait~~f~~ representation a$ 
a Kleinian group with an invariant component of the set of discontinuity’ 
BooJ If g, = 0, then the above theorems assert that there is a 
connected plane domain S, and a discontinuous conformal action of G 
on S. which can be extended to a conformal action of G on the Riemarm 
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sphere S2; i.e., every element of G is fractional linear. Hence G is a Kleinian 
group, and the component rl of the set of discontinuity, which contains S, 
is invariant under the action. 
Conversely, if G is a Kleinian group with an invariant component A, 
then by Ahlfors’ finiteness theorem [l], 8/G is homeomorphic to the 
interior of a compact a-manifold. Hence we can find a finite-sided funda- 
mental domain D for the action of G on S. Let X be the dual graph to the 
tessalation of A by translates of D. One sees immediately that X is a 
Cayley diagram for G which is point-symmetrically embedded in S2. 
Q.E.D. 
Before proceeding further, we remark that finitely generated Kleinian 
groups with an invariant component have been studied and are reasonably 
well known. One may enumerate all presentations for all such groups, but 
it is rather complicated. There is a description of these groups, implicit 
in [7], as follows: one takes a collection HI ,..., H, of Fuchsian or elemen- 
tary (discrete Euclidean or spherical) groups and successively amalgamates 
Hl and Hz , H3 and Hl u Hz, etc., where each amalgamation is across a 
finite cyclic group. Then one adjoins a finite number of new elements, 
each of which conjugates a pair of finite cyclic groups (of the same order). 
The finite cyclic subgroups used in the above operations may be trivial, 
however if several nontrivial finite cyclic groups are used, they must come 
from distinct conjugacy classes. 
COROLLARY 1. If g, = 0, then G isJinitely related. 
Proof. By Ahlfors’ finiteness theorem [I], if we let A* be the subset 
of A on which G acts freely, then T = A*/G is homeomorphic with the 
interior of a compact a-manifold. Since p : A* + T is a regular covering, 
G is a homomorphic image of n,(T). The planarity theorem [8] asserts that 
the kernel of this homomorphism is the normal closure of finitely many 
elements of 57r(T). Q.E.D. 
Our next two corollaries deal with finite and abelian groups. Although 
the finite Kleinian groups are classically known, (they are, for example, 
classified in Ford [3, Chap. 61) we present these corollaries as illustrations of 
graph-theoretic methods applied to the characterization of these groups. 
COROLLARY 2. If G is finite and g, = 0, then either G is cyclic, or G 
is a triangle group: 
G = <x, y; xa = yb = (xy)” = l}, where (l/a) + (l/b) + (l/c) > 1. 
Proof. This result follows graph theoretically from an inspection of the 
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results of Maschke [6], as well as classically from Ford, [3, Chap. 6], 
since finite Kleinian groups are either cyclic or triangle grou 
COROLLARY 3. If G is abelian and g, = 0, then G = G1 x G, , where 
G1 and Gz are both cyclic, and either at least one of these groups is inzfnite 
or trivial, or both Gl and G, are of order 2, or the orders of G, and G, are 
coprime. 
Proof. The Klein four-group, Z, x Z, has g, = 0 by inspection of 
Corollary 2 above. For G, and G, infinite, a graph for G is the infinite 
rectangular lattice with horizontal edges labeled x and directed left to 
right, vertical edges labeled y and directed up. That this is point-sym- 
metrically embedded may clearly be observed. For 6, infinite, Gz finite 
of order n, a graph for G may be taken as an infinite set of concentric 
circles: (z: 1 z 1 = r, r = 1, *, 2, 4, 3 ,..., &, m ,... > directed co~~ter~loc~~ 
wisely, together with YE rays directed away from, but not including, the 
origin. (i.e., the infinite polar lattice with n rays, excludi 
Again this is point-symmetric. If G1 is trivial, G is cyclic 
trivially. If both G1 and 6, are finite nontrivial cyclic, and 
then a graph for G consisting of a Cartesian toroidal latti 
to be of minimal g, = 1, unless the orders of G1 and G, are 
which case G is cyclic. (Since generators of order 2 yield parallel 
directed edges in our graphs, no planar graph of Zz x Zz 
seen to have a point-symmetric planar embedding.) For G of rank 3 or 
greater, either the genus of every graph of G is non-&), or G = 5Tz x G, , 
where G, is an abelian group of rank 2. This follows from White [lo]. 
All graphs of such groups are enumerated in Maschke [6] and 
seen to have g, f 0. 
Of course, g, 3 g, the minimal embedding genus of any graph of 6. 
One sees immediately that if G is finite, then so is g, . It was shown by 
Levinson [4] that if 1 ,< g < co, then G is finite. 
Tmmm 5. If 1 dg, < co, then G isfilzite, 
ProoJ: Combining Theorems 2 and 3 we know that G has a faithful 
representation as a group of conformal automorphisms of a closed 
(orientable) Riemann surface S of genus g, . If g, > 1, the group of a14 
conformal automorphisms of S is finite. If g, = 1, we need the fact that 
G acts discontinuously on an open subset of S. Lifting G to C, the unive 
covering of S, we get a group G which is an extension of n,(S) by 6. 
know that G is a group of conformal motions of @ which is discontinuous 
somewhere; i.e., Kleinian. All such groups are known (see [3, Chap. 63) 
- and each of them operates discontinuously on all of C .Hence 
discontinuously on all of S, and thus G must be finite.. 
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The point-symmetric genus g, of a Cayley diagram is in general different 
from the genus g. The finite groups for which g = 0 are all listed by 
Maschke [6], and these include the groups 2, x Z,, , IZ > 1, which do 
not occur in Corollary 3. Thus for these groups, g = 0 and g, > 0. (In 
fact, g, = 1.) There is not even a weakly point-symmetric embedding of 
any Cayley diagram of these groups in the plane, if those graphs are taken 
to contain parallel oppositely directed edges corresponding to their 
generator of order 2. The group G = {x, y; (xy>” = (xJ+)” = 1) has for 
its graph an infinite rectangular planar lattice with adjacent vertical lines 
oppositely directed and similarly labeled. The horizontal lines are also 
oppositely directed and similarly labeled. Thus the genus of this graph is 0 
and its point-symmetric genus is co by Theorem 5. 
We remark in closing that weakly point-symmetric embeddings can be 
reduced to point-symmetric embeddings by considering subgroups of 
index 2. 
THEOREM 6. Let X, the graph of a presentation of G, be weakly point- 
symmetrically embedded in the orientable surface S. Then there is a subgroup 
H, of index 2 in G, and a graph Y for a presentation of H which may be 
point-symmetrically embedded in S. 
Proof. We may assume that S is a tubular neighborhood of X. The 
action of G on X then extends to a free action of G on S, but S/G = T 
need not be orientable. Let T* be the orientable double covering of T. 
Then since S is orientable, S covers T*, and since T* is a double covering 
of T, H the subgroup of G which defines the covering p : S + T*, has 
index 2 in G. Finally, if we choose, a basis a, . . . . a, for rl(T*, 0), then 
p-l(al . . . . a3 is a Cayley diagram for H. Q.E.D. 
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